
Luke Pascale | Backend Software Developer

lpluke5@gmail.com - 405-778-9397 - Linkedin - Github

Originally in sales and marketing, now a software developer. Eager to have a positive impact on
real world applications by applying business experiences and mastered skills to data

frameworks. As a team player my goal is to help bring useful technology to market. Previous
positions have helped develop the abilities to visualize, troubleshoot, and complete tasks ahead
of schedule. With a focus on data structures and problem solving, I look forward to connecting

my creativity, business acumen, and work ethic to the industry.
Skills:

Technical:

- Ruby/Rails - Git Version Control - REST - ActiveRecord - HTML - SQL - Test Driven Development -

- API - Postman - Postgresql - Service Oriented Architecture - CircleCI - Google OAuth - Postico -

Professional:

- Mentorship - Communication - Problem Solving - Expectation Setting - Turing Student Leadership  -

- BSA Eagle Scout Award - Developer Empathy - Conflict Resolution - Project Management -

- Public Speaking - Consensus Driven Development -

Education:

Backend/Database Engineering

- Turing School of Software Design - (Dec 2021 - Aug 2022)

- Nationally accredited by ACCET

Bachelor of Science in General Studies

- University of Central Oklahoma  (January 2009 - January 2011)

- University of Florida (May 2004 - May 2008)

Code Projects:

PhastPhood - https://phastphood.herokuapp.com/

- Develop a FE / BE Ruby on Rails application that provides recipes with ingredients, instructions,

and the ability to pair a beverage, all without added information.

History Maps - https://find-history-maps.herokuapp.com/

- Group collaboration project that searches a government database within the Library of Congress

to return historical photos based on location.

Battleship - https://github.com/enalihai/Battleship

- Visit README.md for directions on how to install! First fully completed vanilla Ruby project

- The classic Battleship game from Hasboro, recreated with Ruby to be played in your terminal!

Experience:

Aegis Financial - October 2019 - September 2021

- Recruited Financial Advisement firms to manage their marketing. Worked to increase SEO for

each client and run Seminars with 50-75 attendees. Coached them on how to present the material

and sell the product.

- Managed Insurance Product Databases, helped implement new technology with clients and give

feedback towards application uses.

CAT Storm Insurance Adjuster - July 2017 - October 2019

- Independent Contractor with Insurance agencies to go into Storm / Natural Disaster areas, and

provide relief as well as documentation of damage that occurred.

Toyota - March 2013 - July 2017

- Finance Manager / Sales Associate. Facilitated paperwork and selection for each customer’s

vehicle and assisted in securing of loans through large Credit Corporations.
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